1997 chevy s10 2.2 liter engine

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Its tool Wait
for the picture to load it may take a minute or so if you have a modum. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in
or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December edited March in Chevrolet. Has any one out there had
any problems with the GM 2. Also does this engine use a timing belt or chain. My car runs very
nice when the engine is hot but has a noise when cold below 30 F. It sounds to me like piston
slap. Any help out there???? December That motor is nothing but cheap gm junk. Actually, you
could probably call it gm's dream motor-cheap to build, not very durable and unbeleiveably
expensive to repair. The 2. Could be the tensioner is wore out, but it would be all the time, not
just when it is hot. You have to determine the location of the noise. If it is rear, lower, check the
torque converter bolts. I have driven two Ss equipped with this engine, and it is completely
gutless even on a flat road. I believe it can do in about 16 seconds, give or take. If you want a
reliable GM motor, go for the Chevy V You can't kill those things. True, but what do you expect
for an OHV single cam engine. Actually in my experience the 2. I can name worse. I hope this
isn't about the GM 2. I just bought an Alero with one. I never heard of an S with a 2. I had a '92
with a 2. It performed ok. Is it an old S? I had a 95 Sonoma with that motor. What a nightmare!
Chain driven. It seems the engine computer was at fault. The truck would stall every miles on
freeway. It began at 20, mi. Dlr could not fix stalling. Engine codes revealed the GM anti-theft
device to be problem. Finally after 4 visits they gave up. Being the S10 had short throw shifter
and close ratio steering with ZQ8 susp pkg. It handled very well, was responsive in traffic, but
was gutless off the line. Limiter cut in at 94 mph. GM powertrain website has the listings of all
GM motors. Good luck and Happy New Year to all vehicle lovers. Best engine i have ever
owned,have 2 right now,00 Cavalier and 99 Sonoma. Reliable and parts are cheap and the
engine is easy to work on. The basic engine goes back to ,millions have been produced.
Nobody would produce a bad engine for 20 yrs. I think the 2. It was around this time, I think, that
they started using the 2. It was a dog, but that car did run to about K or so miles. It was finally
done in by electrical problems. I'll quote from the GM service manual for the 2. Knocks cold and
continues for minutes. Tighten or replace as necessary. Well, I've had good service out of my 2.
I also like the simplicity of the engine and how easy it is to work on. This is the best motor you
have ever owned? I wonder what kind of junk you have owned in the past. I wonder how many
car salesmen and dealership owners posing as private owners post messages declaring how
good cheap garbage is. I'd like to think that an '00 and a '99 model year car would have been
mechanically trouble-free, at least this far in their lives! The only two cars I've ever had with
what I'd consider premature engine problems were an '82 Cutlass Supreme and an '89 Gran
Fury Both went out, coincidentally enough, at 73, miles. The was junk by that time, which
prompted me to unload the car. The had a bad camshaft, but the engine had been replaced by
an '88 just before I bought the car. But back to the subject at hand Anyone found the oil filter
yet? I've called everyone in the phone book - no joy. This is in a Grand Am. Yah well, the 2. All
this raving about European car design is all very well and good but when you come down to the
Opel and Renault and Fiat etc. I've had the sorry experience of owning all of those wretched
things and they were all a pain in the butt. Oops, forgot to mention those wretched British
things. Bob, when you get the oil filter for your Grand Am, ask for the current price. Friend owns
an auto parts store and daughter has a Grand Am also. When GM first shipped the filters they
were up there in price, but shortly after they revised the price down into the normal range. Also
she got a note from the dealer about the oil capacity in the manual being wrong. I think the
manual says around 6 but it should be 5. You are entitled to your opinion,i owned or own 5
since ,have 2 now. Its a cheap engine to repair. BTW they have been produced since ,started out
as the 2. If it is junk as you say and GM produced them for twenty years hats off to GM for
fooling everyone. I love GM i know where they are coming from. I bet you have never had greasy
hands,i think thats your problem. Have been produced for 20 yrs,started out as the 2. For your
information, I would like to tell you that I do get my hands greasy every day working as a tool
and die maker building stamping dies ,mainly for GM, Ford and Chrysler. The 95 Sonoma with
the 2. Problems included a blown head gasket and cracked head a common problem and
definitely not inexpensive , chronic stalling and hard starting problems caused by the awesome
distributorless ignition system that GM's rocket scientist engineers put in it, valve clatter like
you wouldn't believe with the engine either hot or cold, plus lots and lots more. Well, I don't
really want to get between you and joe's little lovers tiff here but, that same awesome GM
distributorless ignition system has been around for some time now. It drove my brother-in-law's
Buick Skylark with the 2. One important change has been made in the positioning of it in the 99
upwards Cavalier. It sits on the side of the engine in a cooler spot instead of at the back of the
engine. Also, valve clatter is gone because the 2. Blown head gaskets were usually caused by
corrosion brought on by incorrect coolant. Using DexCool orange colored coolant seems to

have helped in stopping blown head gaskets. So you see, even in these primitive engines there
are some advances. I'm not a flag waving GM man and I've gotten screwed plenty. The 3. But as
far as the distributerless ignition system: they are extremely reliable except for the ignition
wires. These Packard wires have been problems since the 40's. As far as 2. The two he owned
outlived him. Face it, by today's standards, these engines are crap. They excel at nothing. It's
been around for 20 years huh? What does that tell you about GM? Not that 4 cyl cars in general
sound good, but the 2. Easy to work on? You shouldn't have to work on it. If anything should be
easy, it should be changing the oil filter. Easy to work on my butt. Just about every other small
car out there is easier to the change oil on which is about the extent of work most people would
perform themselves. I don't care if Joe Schmo drove a cavalier to , miles with one of these
engines. If anything, I feel bad for anyone who would have to drive a lump like that for , miles. Is
easily accessible from the top. Probably the easiest I have ever changed. I even use the oversize
pf If so, then B. It is not easy unless your arm is the diameter of a broomstick and you have an
extra elbow. I used to cringe every time I saw one waiting for an oil change. They are so bad that
I wouldn't be surprised if the filter gets skipped every once in a while by quicky lubes and
dealerships. Cool down sirs, the oil filter is indeed very easy to change on the current 2. It's
done from the top. The secret is to have the right oil filter wrench and no, my arm is not as thin
as a broomstick. Strange thing too, I normally do my own oil change but once I had to do it
while away from home and took my car to the local quick lube joint. Well, the guy whipped out
that oil filter so quickly that I had to double check to see if he had indeed changed it - he had.
Yep, the car is easy to work on and ideal for shadetree mechanics like myself. Sparkplugs,
alternator, starter, ignition system etc. Parts are cheap. I normally keep my cars for many years
so that's what I'm looking for. Who cares what the car sounds like as long as it goes? I
remember scraping the heck out of my arm every time I did one of those. We had every possible
kind of oil filter wrench you could have. I used the band wrench on it, while my arm was resting
nicely between the hot intake manifold and the fire wall. If it was a factory filter, watch out. Your
arm is not as thin as a broomstick, but do you have a third elbow? I'm curious, what kind of
filter wrench do you use that makes it so easy? Who cares about how a car sounds as long as it
goes? I use a Ritefit filter wrench. The whole assembly is then threaded down between the
flexible power steering hoses and fitted over the end of the filter. I can't recall having to touch a
hot intake manifold which in any case is made of composite material on the 99 and I presume
models upwards. The secret is to make the removal tool as short as possible. When refitting the
filter I also use the wrench to tighten it to specifications. January If you don't have this filter
wrench you don't have a filter wrench. It's spring loaded and the jaws expand when you slip it
on. The filter will usually jump off due to fright before you turn it!! You can't use it to tighten
filter. I'm sure newcar is familiar with this one. They are available in non-chain auto stores, but
you have to look. I guarantee you will be happy with it. There you go! If you look at the
illustrations - end cap filter wrenches, you'll see the filter wrench I use. I just put a large
modified allen wrench in the drive hole. There were many initial complaints as to it's lack of
power and this was increased to meet those complaints. Why such bloody hateful and rabid
responses to other posters anyway? Their experience is different than what you have had so
you flame them, erkila? Grow up. Those are great filter wrenches and a must on some cars. We
called those "claws". Obviously I didn't master the correct technique for removing those oil
fitlers. I still don't like them. It's a shame too because with a couple of exceptions older FWD full
size 3. Who cares about the 2. Even fans of the 2. I read all the oil filter replacement posts,it is
easy if you use the right tools and go from the top. I didn't know about the pf52, a longer filter
fitting that would work better. I wonder where its listed for the 2. I must be just lucky i have had
very few problems with a 2. I never met a 2. Full sized 3. About every other month I'm changing
one on my 87 LeSabre. Just cut the wheel hard right, pull the splash shield out of the way and
remove the filter. No wrench needed, I can remove and replce with hands only. I can even get
my body under there to remove the drain plug without lifting the car. Granted, it's not as easy as
my '79 Fairmont which could be done totally without getting under the car. Both filter and drain
plug were accessible from above. But it's a pretty close second. I'm talking older than that. Yes,
they are different than 87's. They aren't the hardest filter around, but they aren't easy either. On
some FWD regal 3. You can only locate it by touch. Arthur, thanks for the info and errata on the
capacity! In regards to the more salient discussion on this thread, I have a 97 cav and side
somewhat with the agrieved that changing the filter on this car is not pleasant. Once or twice I
actually had to 'toss' the filter through the space between the steering assembly and the
firewall. This adds significantly to environmental unfriendliness of the process to say the least!
That said, I also have a 92 cav with a 2. Besides typical wear items, the alternator is the only
component that has been replaced. On both the 92 and 97, the valve cover gaskets leak just
enough oil to fill the well above the right-most spark plug. The 97 started doing this much earlier

in life than the The PF is just a shorter version used on most GM vehicles. The PF will work
anywhere the PF works. Just make sure there is clearance and allow for engine movement on
the mounts. It's possible that on the 97 Cav it might be more difficult to change the oil filter.
Looking at my Chilton's I see that the intake manifold is much larger on models of that era. On
my 99 Cav the intake manifold has been drastically modified and is made out of a composite
material. It also appears to be more compact than earlier models. Maybe this is where the
salient difference lies? There IS more room to work in on newer models. Anyway, changing the
oil filter on my model is no problem. I could easily fit a PF That number sounds familiar. Is that
the filter that the Olds uses, too? Usee on all as far as I know passenger cars in GM vehicles
since the early 80's. All 3. I've used both on each of the above with no ill effects. These filters do
not have bypass valves GM uses a bypass valve at oil pump discharge. The filters do however
have antidrainback valves. They are however not needed except for the 2. As to "who cares"
about the 2. Well; with 4 million Cavaliers out there and additional S10s and
Jimmys,Corsicas,Berettas,Centurys,Cieras and Sunfires, and since this IS the "Maintenance
and Repair" forum and one or two people out there might have a question about that engine [or
it's earlier incarnations as the original 1. Could not fit the PF52 on my '00 Xtreme S10 2. Too
long. Was able to install on wife's 3. Dealer refused to install PF after replacing oil pan gasket
due to liability. Would have kept Xtreme if it wasn't for faulty engine computer. I've been going
for 3 years now with the composite intake manifold and I can report no problems. A search
through AllData also reveals no problems with the new manifold. They do not come in a case,
so should be able to order. Good Luck. After going to the AC Delco web site, I was able to look
up the part number that was in the owner's manual- apparently it's not an e-commerce site
because I couldn't find the check out button. Anyway, I then called the nearest autozone and
pep boys based upon the zipcode lookup on the web site. I then called the number for AC Delco.
They were able to refer me to an engine repair shop that is much closer to me than the national
stores returned by the lookup engine on the web site. I called there, he checked around and
called me back in 5 minutes to say he could have it later today. So, there must be a wholesale
warehouse around here somewhere. Anyway, quite an ordeal for something so simple, but
thanks for the idea to go back to AC Delco! The gentleman I spoke with by calling the was
helpful, diligent and empathetic. Again thanks for the info on the 2. We have a Corsica. We know
that GM fixes these problems on the Cavaliers but has refused to help us. I was attracted to the
"base" model with the 2. My skepticism is elevated by what I have read here-- thanks to all of
you that have contributed! My experience with the dealership 48 hours ago was almost
unbearable, anyway. The Chevrolet S is a compact pickup truck that was produced by
Chevrolet. It was the first domestically built compact pickup of the big three American
automakers. When it was first introduced as a "quarter-ton pickup" in for the model year, the
GMC version was known as the S and later renamed the GMC Sonoma. A high-performance
version was released in and given the name of GMC Syclone. The pickup was also sold by Isuzu
as the Hombre from through , but only in North America. An electric version was leased as a
fleet vehicle in and Together, these pickups are often referred to as the S-series. The S-Series
ended production in Brazil in , being replaced by the Chevrolet Colorado , but still with the name
S However, the Arab oil embargo forced GM to consider designing a domestically produced
compact pickup truck. The first S-series pickups were introduced in for the model year. The
base engine manufactured in Japan and imported was a 1. The Chevrolet and GMC models were
identical apart from the grille, tailgate and assorted insignia. An extended cab called the "Club
Coupe" and "Insta-Trac" four-wheel drive were added the next year along with two new engines
- a 2. The sport utility S Blazer and S Jimmy debuted for ; GM was the first to introduce the
compact sport utility, followed by Ford and then Jeep in Following the popularity of the Jeep
Cherokee , 4-door SUV variants were introduced in March as models alongside the
badge-engineered Oldsmobile Bravada. New heavy-duty and off-road suspensions appeared in
along with a hydraulic clutch, while the big news for was the discontinuation of the Cavalier 's 2.
The OHV-derived 2. A much-welcomed 4. The GMC Syclone also appeared that year. The
Sonoma GT bowed in Added to this was the 4. This generation's last year was The S Baja is an
optional appearance package that was put on any four-wheel drive S regular-cab with short-box,
regular-cab with long box and extended-cab with short box from to Extra cost Baja options
included a cargo-net end-gate, aluminum "Outlaw" wheels and a special box-mounted spare tire
carrier with aluminum wheel. In , two-tone paint schemes were available, as well as additional
exterior features such as a wraparound front bumper with fog lamps, lower body ground-effects
moldings and wheel flares, a flush-fitting tailgate valance, rear roll pan state laws permitting ,
and "Cameo" lettering on the doors and tailgate. Debuting in , the GMC Sonoma GT was a
performance package available on the two-wheel drive regular cab short bed Sonoma and was
offered as an alternative lower priced version of its predecessor, the Syclone. The Sonoma GT

was powered by an enhanced Vortec non turbocharged 4. Because the Sonoma GT wasn't built
as a track oriented speed demon like the Syclone, it still retained its payload capacity and
towing ratings meaning that you could still use it like a pickup truck if you so desired. While
sharing the same front and rear bumper as the Syclone and future GMC Typhoon , the aero
package did not have as much of an aggressive look as the Syclone but still featured
bumperettes, lower door skirts, and rear quarter bed corners to round out the cladding package.
GMC also decided to follow through with the Syclone theme into the interior which featured the
same black and red piping door inserts and bucket seats â€” sans any headrest logo the
Syclone featured embroidered headrest logos , along with the same center console and shifter
as seen in the Syclone. The gauge cluster was also the same setup, however due to the non
turbo-charged powerplant of the Sonoma GT, the boost gauge is not included in the RPM
cluster. Only Sonoma GTs were ever produced in a variety of colors such as the standard
monochromatic black, apple red, white, aspen blue, teal, and forest green. Some and Sonomas
came with a factory equipped L35 W-code engine. For no specialty labeling or limited edition
tags were known to be used with the W-code engine. Production totals for these vehicles are
unknown. The Syclone was a high performance package for the model year. It came with
all-wheel drive, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes, a 4. Production was limited to just units. The
second-generation trucks arrived for the model year. All of the special models the Syclone,
Typhoon, and Sonoma GT were discontinued, but the changes to the pickup brought it in line
with its major competitor the Ford Ranger. The Iron Duke 4-cylinder and 2. In compliance with
the Clean Air Act , all second generation Ss and Sonomas equipped with air conditioning used
CFC-free Ra refrigerant beginning in the model year. The all new S didn't offer any airbag,
presumably as a temporary measure to economize the introduction of the new body styles, as
well as to gradually phase out steering wheel designs that didn't accommodate for airbags,
though the vehicle itself was slated for airbag capability. Many of the chassis components were
the same as the first generation the control arms between the first and second generation were
the same, originally sourced from GM's G-body platform , along with the steering knuckle, leaf
springs, and differential assembly but suspension and axles were greatly enhanced. Sport
utility models Blazer, Jimmy, Bravada came with thicker front and rear sway bars. Generally, for
the two-wheel drive trucks, the 8. This was also the year that GM introduced the ZR2 off-road
package. For , a driver's side air bag was added as well as daytime running lights. In the 4. In ,
the exterior, interior, [5] brakes, and 2. The SS package was replaced by the "Xtreme" package.
In , a crew cab option was added and was only available with four-wheel drive and an automatic
transmission. For the model year, the regular and extended cab models were discontinued; only
the crew cab model was retained. Base two-wheel drive models came with 15 x 6. On the
exterior, the front fascia was redesigned, and new wheel designs were added. The interior
received a full redesign, with "TheftLock" anti-theft functionality for most radios, improved
audio systems including newly-designed radios , new interior front door panels, an optional
combination cassette and CD player radio, redesigned keyless entry remotes, a new steering
wheel, dual airbags , a new instrument cluster with digital odometer and gear shift indicator for
automatic transmission-equipped models, and new seat fabrics. Leather-trimmed seating
surfaces were also introduced for the Crew Cab for the first time for the model year. Fewer than
3, SSs were produced yearly on average. The SS was discontinued in and was replaced by the S
Xtreme for the model year. The SS included a limited slip differential, lowered suspension
starting with the model year , cosmetic changes such as a different grille, body-colored
bumpers, inch wheels available from to , similar in design to the and Camaro Z28 with Chevrolet
"bowtie" logo center caps , and other minor cosmetic differences. All SS versions were regular
cabs, Xtremes were available with the "third door" extended cab. A step-side version was
available from to and until on the Xtreme. The ZR2 package was an off-road package available
for the second generation S In , Isuzu replaced its P'up with a version of the Louisiana-built
Chevrolet S, the Isuzu Hombre , based on the Brazilian market S the front grille and fenders are
based on the Brazilian S along with the truck bed sheetmetal. The Hombre differed from its GM
siblings mostly in the front sheetmetal, with different lights, grille, front bumper and front
fenders, which were more flared out. The rear quarter panels were also different, as they had a
slight flare over the wheel well to match the front fenders. The Hombre had a much smaller
range of equipment options compared to the S and Sonoma; a Spacecab extended cab, V6
engine and four-wheel drive were added for and available until Two trim levels were offered: the
base S and the uplevel XS. Hombres were also available with the S's aluminum wheels with
Isuzu center caps. Slow sales resulted in production ending in It would be another six years
before Isuzu re-entered the pick-up market with the i-Series , which formed the basis for the S's
successor, the Colorado. Although the North American version of the S-series was
discontinued in , the second generation S was still being built in Brazil until , when it was

replaced by a Brazilian-built version of the Chevrolet Colorado called the S In Brazil, until , the
third generation S offered a 2. Also, for the first time in Brazil, Chevrolet offered the flex-fuel S
with four-wheel drive. For the model, the S received a facelift and the flex-fuel 2. For , the
flex-fuel S now offers an automatic transmission, currently the market trend on these vehicles in
Brazil. Media related to Chevrolet S at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 1. Main article: GMC Syclone. See also: Chevrolet Colorado
second generation. Car and Driver. GMC's Syclone sport truck celebrates a quarter-century".
Hemmings Daily. American City Business Journals. Archived from the original on Retrieved CS1
maint: archived copy as title link. GMC , a marque of General Motors , light truck timeline,
international market, sâ€”present. Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General
Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category Commons. Isuzu vehicles. Elf Forward Giga.
Categories : Chevrolet trucks Flexible-fuel vehicles Pickup trucks Rear-wheel-drive vehicles
All-wheel-drive vehicles s cars s cars s cars Cars of Brazil Cars introduced in Motor vehicles
manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles
needing additional references from May All articles needing additional references Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Articles with unsourced statements
from September Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jack Finegan Brazilian version [4]. X [7].
Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV.
Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV.
Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV
D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Subcompact
car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size crossover. S Jimmy. K5 Jimmy. Yukon
XL. Chevy GM 2. In the 2. A stock still comes in a round horsepower. This version of the Chevy
2. Our long block comes completely remanufactured with upgraded parts and is far superior to
any rebuilt Chevy 2. Every block must pass our magnaflux inspection designed detect any
microscopic flaws or cracking. Blocks are then thermal cleaned followed by steel micro blasting
until they achieve a brilliant appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned, we begin our precision
boring and honing process. Using a carbon two-stage power hone we can maximize the sealed
area and ensure to precisely meet the recommended RMA readings. Computerized micrometers
are used to resize rods with strict accordance to factory recommendations. Crankshaft's are
precision cut and micro polished to achieve a 12 RMA reading or better. We meticulously mill
each Cylinder Head until perfect alignment and sealing of the head gasket is achieved. Our
Cylinder Heads are assembled using a new valve stem and seals that feature the latest in high
temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and longevity. These polished Cylinder
Heads are pressure tested using magnetic detection to eliminate the chance of cracks or flaws
unseen by the human eye. Before each head is mated their block using the correct torque valve
we vacuum test all seals for proper seating. Triple angled cutters are used to machine the valve
seats ensuring proper pressures and flow. All valves, valve springs and valve guides must pass
our stringent process of meeting and exceeding OEM specifications. Heads are aligned for
proper bore consistency. Every remanufactured long block has been specifically engineered to
help improve the inherent flaws and failure points that can be found in many of today's engines.
Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom 2. Product Details.
Condition New product. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. This Features
and Controls This section. This manual includes the. Page 5: Vehicle Damage Warnings will.
Many times. Page 6 Vehkle. These are sa-me of the s,ymbols you may find on your vehicle.
Manual Front Seat You can lose control of the vehicle manual. Page 10 Manual Lumbar Support
Option you have this feature, will there outside bf the driver and passenger bucket seats. Turn
the knob counterclockwise to increase lumbar support and clockwise to decrease lumbar
support. Page 12 Seaiback Latches, The front seatback folds forward to let-people. Tilt the right
front seatback completely forward and the whole seat will slide forward. Move the right front
seatback to its original position. It also tells things you should not do with safety belts. You
never h o w. Page Put someone on it. Get it up to speed. Then stop the vehicle. Page 17 The
person keeps going until stopped by somethinq. With safety belts, you slow down as the
vehicle does. You get more time to stop. You stop over more distance, and your strongest
bones take the forces. Page Driver Position If I? Page 20 3. Push the latch plate into the buckle
until it clicks. Page 21 The lap p'art of-the belt should be the hips, just touching the. And you'd
be less likely to slide under the lap belt. The shoulder loose. You can be seriously hurt if your

shoulder belt is to. In crash, would move-forward too much, which could increase injury. The
shoulder belt. Page 23 What's wrong with this? The belt buckled in wrong place.. In a crash,- the
b. It should worn over the shoulder at all. You can be seriously injured if. You can be seridusly
irijured by -a twisted belt. Page Supplemental Inflatable Restraint Sir System unlatch the belt,
just push the button on the buckle. The belt should go back out of the way. Before you close the
door, be sure the belt is out of the way. If you slam the- door on you can damage both the belt
and your vehicle. Safety belts h. Page 29 What makes an air bag M a t e. As always, wear your
safety belt. Page 30 wiil you see after an air What bag inflates? After an air hag inflates, it
quickly deflates, ,that some people may not even realize the air inflated. S'orne components of
the air bag mo'dule in the wheel hub will steering be hot of the bag that come. Servicing Yo.
There are parts of the air bag system in ,several places around your vehicle, Y0. A pregnant
woman should wear a lap-shoulder belt, and the lap portion should be w. Page 33 Lap Belt If
your vehicle has a bench seat, someone can sit in the center position. Page 34 Rear. Seat
Passengers Extended Cab Jump. If your extended cab pickup has the optional side axes-s.
Make sure the: release button on the buckle. Page 36 Never hold a baby In your arms while
riding in a vehicle. A baby doesn't weigh much crash. Page Top Strap Top Strap The restraints.
Page 39 S. FollQw The instructions restraint for the child i-estraifk '2. Secure the cluld in thechild. Page 40 Make sure the release button is 4. Buckle the belt. Pull the rest of the shoulder
belt all the way out of positioned so you would be ,able to unbuckle the the retractor to set the
lock. To remove- the child restraint, just. Page 42 Never do this. Here two children are wearing
the same belt. A belt must be used by only one person at a time. Page 43 Never do this. Here a
child is sitting in a seat that has a lap-shoulder belt, but the shoulder part is behind the child. If
the child wears the. Sy,stem Parts After. Page 49 Keys Leaving ymng children in vehicle with
the ignition key is dangerous for many reasons. A child or others could be badly injured or even
killed. They could operate power windows or other controls or even make the vehicle move.
Don't Ieave the keys in a vehicle with young children. Page 50 This vehicle has one
double-sided key for the ignition and door locks. When a vehicle is delivered, the dealer
provides the owner with a pair of identical keys and a key code number. The key code number
teUs your dealer or a qualified locksmith how to make keys. Page 51 Unlocked can be doors
dangerous. Passengers especially children out. Outsiders can easily enter through dobr when
y0. It is recommended that passengers who sit in the rear-. This system. Press L0CK:to lock all
the' doors. Page 55 replace batteries in the Keyless EnEyWnsmitter Jnsert a dime in the slot b.
Remove the bottom by twisting the. Remove replace. Page 56 Tailgate You can 0pe. When you
put the tailgate b. Follow these steps if you want to remove the tailgate: Raise the tailggte
slightly. Key in the Ignition If you leave your vehicle with the keys inside, easy target Joy riders
professional thieve-s It's a theft-deterfeat remove your key whe. To remove the key on manual
transmission vehicles, turn the key to the OFF position. Then turn the key to the LOCK position
while pressing the key release button down- at the. Page 61 Starting Your 2. Without puslung
-the accelerator pedal, turn your ignition key to STUT. When the engine starts, let :of the key.
The idle speed will go down as your engine gets warm. When the-engine starts, let go of the.
Usually, the coolant heater should be plugged in a minimum of four hours prior to statin-g your
vehicle. Page Automatic Transmission Operation Automatic Transmission Operation Your
automatic transmission may have a shift lever located on the console between the seats or on
the steering column. There are several different positions for your shift lever. If your vehicle is
equipped with a column shift lever, it features an electronic shift position indicator within the
instrument cluster. Fa; best fuel economy, accelerate slowly and -:shift when the light.. Page 71
2HI: This Setting. Your front ;axle is not engaged in tW. D-wbee1 dkive.. Page 72 shift into or m
t. The-vehicle myst be movingless than 4. This can be. Thi-s can any speed,. Page 74 , If you.
That section shows what to do first- to. Your vehicle can roll. I f you have left the enginerunning, the can move suddenly. Page Console Shift Lever Move the lever rjp far as it will. Turn
the ignition key to LO-CK. Remove the key take it with you. If you: have fo-ur-wheel drive w.
Page Shifting Out Of Park. P Automatic Transmission Your vehick has a brake-transmission
shift biterlock. Engine Exhaust Engine exhaust can kiI1. But if ever have to, here are some
things to knbw. Idling the engine with off could allow dangerous exhaust into yom. Power
Windows If Equipped If you have the optional power windows, the controls are on each the side
do-ors. Your power windows will only work when the ignition has been tumed to RUN. Lightly
tap the switch-to open the The express-down feature can be interrupted at aily time by pressing
the up m o w -end of the switch. You can raise highest level to give your legs more room when
you enter ,and exit the vehicle. Tbese positions allow turn to signal a 0. An anow on. Page
Windshield Wipers Windshield. Wipers control the windshield wipers by twning the band with
the wiper symbol on it. For a single wiping. Th,e wipers wilI stop more ,after one ,wipe. If want
,band on M1. T longer. This can really help on long trips. Cruise control does not work-at

speeds belo-w about 25 mph 4. If you have an automatic transmission your brakes, the cruise
control will shut off. You could be startled. Keep the cruise control switch OFF until you want to
use it. You'll now cruise-at the higher speed. Your parking lamps or low-beam headlamps must
be on for your fog lamps to. The fog lamp switch is on tne Instrument panel under Press the the
lamp switches. You can fold them before entering a car wash. Power Remote Control Mirror The
control is located. Lighter The front:ashtray mus. If you do, cigarettes or other smoking
materiai-s eodd set them causing damage. The acc'essary outlets are located below the
cigarette lighter. Air Vents. Instrument Cluster C. Electronic Transfer Case If. Equipped D.
Comfort Controls E. Glove Box Ashtray G. Storage Compartment I. Audio System J. Cluster
Your instrument clwstef is designed to fast let you know at a gl-ance how yollr vehicle is
running. The pictures will help. Warning lights and gages dan signal that somexhing is wrong
before it becomes serious enough to cause an expensive repair replacement. Readiness-L-ight
is '. The syste. The light. The system check ificlndes. RUN position , this gage shows your
battery's volts. Have s;erviced. If one part i. For go. Page If the Light Is-Flashing mare. Avoiding
hard accekrations. Page The oil pressure gage shows pressure the -engine oil psi poutlds pet
square inch when theen ne is running. This light comes- bulb check wh-en the engine. Page
When the ignition is on, the fuel gage-tells you about how ,much fuel you have remaining. Page
Optional Climate Control System switch with the:fan symbol changes the fan speed. To -de.
BLEND have fog or ice on the cool weather when wind-shield or side windows. Page Defogging
And Defrosting You can mote the,outkts to direct the. When you Close an outlet, will increase
the flow air coming out p;. Keep the hood and front air inlet free of ice, snow or any other
obstruction such as 1eave. You will. Find out what your Delco system and how to operate-all its
coatr. The display shows your selection. Turn it countetclsckwise RCL: Display the time with
the ignition off by pressing When the radio is playing,. Page 1. Tune in the desired st. To
increase volume, turn the knob el. Turnit counterdo-ckwise RCL: Disp1. Page AM-FM.. Press
this; b. Pres the opposite direction that knot: lighted to replay. To increase vohlme, turn the
knob clockwise, Turn decrease volume. The knob is it: countercIockwise capable of rotating
continuously. You 18 stations six AM, six FM1 radio 1. Press and hold a i e of the four
puhbutto-ns. When souad m-ute. It works by wing a secret cod9. Turn iradio off. Press the 1 and
4 buttons. Hold them down until shdws on the display. Piess the 1 and 4 buttons together. Hold
them. Page Section 4 Your Driving. Please start with a very important safety device in your
vehicle: Buckle up.. Defensive driving- really me. Page Drunken Driving Drunken Driving Death
and injury asscxiated with drinking md driving is a nati0n. A person who consumes food just
before or during drinking-will have a somewhat lower BAC level. Page The body takes about an
hour to rid itself drink. What if an emergency,-. Page You have three systems that make your
vehicle go where you want it to They are the brakes, the steering A l l the accelerator. If -your. A
computer senses that wheels are slowing down. If one of the wheels is about to stop rolling, the
computer will separately work the brakes at each front wheel and at the Always i-eave If. Page
shoula-you do if this ever nappens? E,as,e up on the What. But have t o m t h s t , as quickly
straighten the wheel once you have j u s t Page Pas. A simple mamuver? Passiixg amther
vehicle highway is potentixlly dangerous rno. Page your Check mirrors, glance over your
shoulder and. When you are far enough ahead the passe. Page Driving Guidelines an
acceleratioa cornering skid and easing foot hand1e. This off-road guide is for vehicles that
have. Page The, heaviest things s. However, it also raises- c:dricernS. Page Whe. U drive over
obstacles firm.. When drive oTt. Ifthis happens, e-ven c d t one or with. Page Appraa. Get out
sm,m bill if dodt:bGw. Steep hills ofteahave ruts, gullies, troughs and. Page Driving Uphill
Driving Uphill. Once you decide. Yoa could lose traction, slide sideways, -. YOQ could be
seriously injured or killed. When driving up hills always try to go straight up. Page What. If this
happens,. Page I try S. Leave the vehicle and go get-. This could cause loss of contra1 and a
,serious accident. Page Q. These are important because if ignore them could lose control. When
driving downhill, avoid turns that take you across the incline of the hill. If this happens, you
have to decide wheth. Page If your vehicle stalls when you're cmssing sure you and your
passengers get out on the uphill side, even if the door there is harder to open. If you get out on
the downhill side and the vehicle starts to roll -over, you'll be right in. These accu. After
operation in mud or. These substances can cause glazing- and uneven braking,. Page glare
down on ,they:als,o make. Page Driving too fast through large water puddles or even going
through same car washes can cause problems, too. The water may affect your brakes. Try But-if
you can't, try to slow da. Wet brakes can cause accidents. They won't work as well i n one side.
Page Hydroplaning. Page City Driving C. Orkof the bigg. Know the best way to get to where
going, unknown part. Page Freeway Driving Freeway Driving mile, Mile fox freeways also called
thruways, parkways, expressways, turnpikes or superhighways are the safest of-all roads. But
they have- their own special rules,. The most important advice on freeway-driving is: Keep up

with traffic and keep the right. Drive at the sam-e s-peed. Call it highway hypnosis, lack of
awareness; or whatevm. There is something. Page If you drive regularly in steep country, or if
you're some planning to visit there, here are your trips more safer-and enjoyable. See "Off-Road
Driving" in the Index for information ab. Keep your vehicle in good shape; Check all fluid levels
and also the brakes, tires, cooling system and Page Winter Driving Winter Driving Here are
some tips for winter driving: Have your vehicle in good shape for winter. You may want to put
winter emergency supplies in your vehicle. Include ice scraper, small brush. Page If You're
Caught I. You should probably stay with your serious vehicle unless you h o w for sure th. Page
Snow can trap exhaust gases under yo. CO could overcome you and kill you. Clear away snow
from aruund the. Do not tow the. The label shows the size of your original. Ifyou do, parts on
your vehicle can break, or it can change the way your- vehicle handles. These couId cause-you
to lose control. Page Add-On Equipment The payload capacity ;is- shown on the label. This is
the maximum load cap. If you a. Page Truck-Camper Loading. It will tell you if ca. Also, it will
help you match the right slide-in rcamper to your vehicle. Page Here is an example of proper
truck and. For ex. You; brakes may not work well and your passengers could be seriously
injured. Pull a trailer only if-you have followed ail tIie ste:ps in this sectiw. A Trailer some
imp-ortmt points: If you do, here Page M. GVWR and. L9O7 kg four-wheel-drive models. Page
Hitches. Here -are. Page Following Distance Following Distance stay at least twice as far
behnd-the vehicle ahead-as would when driving your vehicle without a trai1e. This Can help y.
Page Driving On Grades When. The arrows-on your instrument panel will flash whenever. Page
Parking On Hills Parking on Hills You really should not park your vehicle, with a trailer attached,
on a hll. People can be injured, and b. Page When You Are Re. Apply your brakes and hold the
pedal down while you: engine; Start your s. Drive slowly until trailer- is ele-ar of-the chocks.
Warning Flaihers. Yom hazard warning flashers let you w a n others. They also kt police h o w
you have. Your hazard warnirrg flashers work no matter-what position your key is and even if
the key To turn off the flashers, pres the-button until Page Jump Starting Jump S t-arting. If your
battery has run clown, you m. The repair wouldn't b-e covered by your warranty. Page 4. Open
the hoods and locate the batteries. Using a match near. People have been hurt doing this, and
some have been blinded. Use a flashiight if you need more light. Page 7. Connect it- to the
positive terminal of the good battery. Remove me cables in reversemder electrical shGrting.
Take c. Dead Battery prevent touch Page T O hdp avoid injury to you or! Never tow faster than
safe Never taw "wish d. Page When your vehicle is being towed,. Stay away from the engine if
you see or hear steam toming turn it off and get everyone away from it. OLI: S. Idle for long
periods in traffic. Radiator Prmsure Cap Engine. Page The coolant level should be at the ADD
mark. If you do,, you can be burned. Adding only plain water to your cooling system
da-ngerous. Page can be burned if you spill coolant on hot engine parts. Coolant contains
ethylene glycol and it will burn if the engine parts are hot enough. Page Steam and scalding
Bquids from a hot cooling system can blow out and burn you badly. They are. Never turn the.
Turn the-pressure cap slowly counterclockwise until'it first stops. Don't press down while
turning the pressure cap. If you hear a hiss, wait for that to stop. Page 3. Then fill the coolant
recovery the ADD mark. Put the cap back on the coolant recovery tank, but leave the pressure
off. Page 6. Start the engine and let itrun until you can feel the upper radi:ator hose. Watch out
for the engine fan. By this time, the coolant level inside the filler neck may be lower. Page You.
Page If a tire goes flat, avoid further tire and wheel damage a level place. Turn on your hazard
by driving slowly to warning flashers. Changing a tire can cause an injury. The vehicle can slip
off the jack and roll over you or other people. Removing the Spare. Page Turn. Page Turn the
wheel wrench c0unterclo'ckwiA-e. When has been the tire completely lowered, tilt the the end
cable. Page removal tool is stowed with the jack. Position the hub cap removal tool i-n the notch
and pull straight ,away from the wheel tQ avoid,p. Using the wheel wrench, lomen all Don't
remove them yet. Turn the jack handle clockwise slightly to raise the jack lift head. Fit the jack
into the appropriate ho1. Page under Getting vehicle when it is jacked up is dangerous. I f the
vehicle slips off the jack, you could be badly injured or killed. Never get under a vehicle when it
is supported only by a jack. NOTICE: Raising your vehicle with the jack improperly positioned
can damage the vehicle and even make the vehicle fall. Page Remove any rust or dirt from the
wheel mounting surfaces and spare wheel. Rust dirt on the wheel, on the parts to which it is
fastened, can make become loose after a t h e. Th-e wheel could come off. Use the wrench.
Lower the vehicle by turning the jack handle counterclockwise. Lower the jack completely. Page
Incorrect wheel nuts or imprdperly tightened wheel nuts cause th,e-wheel to become loose
and-even comeaff. If them,. Stop as soon as you can somewhere Page Wheel W m c h. Tice
stem Valve PoiritedD. Page A. Wheel Wxensh Bracket: Repl. Cover Stand,ard Cab D. Check the.
Using th. If you spin the wheels too fast while shifting your transmission back and forth, you
can destroy your- transmission. Page The 'recovery hooks, when used, are under a lot of.

Always p-ull the vehicle. The'hooks could break off and you or others could be injured from the
chain or cable snapping. Page Section 6 Service And. Appearance Care Section 6 Service and.
Appearance Care Here:you will find inf6frriatisn about then it. There vehicle, and a pmt devoteft
to itsappearance c. Your vehixle was desigaed. It can Corrode metal parts in your- fuel-system
and also, damage phstie and rubb-er parts. It bums violently, and that can cause very bad
injuries. Keep sparks, flames and smoking materials away from gasoline. Page som-ething
ignites it; y0. Gasoline can spray out on you if fuel fiIler cap too quickly. This spray can happen
if your tank nearly full, and hot weather. Page Then go to front the vehicle and release
secondary hood- release. Lift the hood, release the hood prop from its retainer. Things that burn
can-get on hot engine parts and start a fire. Page When you. Coolant Recovery Tank B. Engine
Fill Cap and Dipstick C. Brake Master Cylinder D. Hydraulic Clutch Reservoi. Battery E. Coolant
Recovery Tank C. Engine Oil Dipstick D. Transmission Dipstick E. Engine Oil Fill F. Power
Steering Reservoir G. Brake Master Cylinder H. Air Cleaner I. Page Before cJosing the hood, he.
Thin lift relieve pressure! Then pull the hood down firmly to close. It wdl Iatch when dropped
from 10 to 1. Page Checking Engine Oil The oil dipstick on the 2. Turn off the engine and give
the oil a few minutes to If you drain back into the oil pan. Checking Engine Oil Pull out the
dipstick and clean it with a paper towel cloth, then push it back in all the way. But- you kind.
Page Most less. This particularly impgrtant when outsid. YQU operate- vehicle in dusty areas or
yo. Page Air Cleaner Did you know that used engine oil contains certain ,;elements that may.
Clean your- s h n and nai1. Page To remove this air cleaner,. Then replace the assembly, making
certain the PCV air tube is properly -seate. A goad time to check-your a0tomati. Page Then,
without shutting off the engine, follow these steps: 1. Flip the handle up and then pull out the
dipstick and wipe it with a clean rag or paper towel. Push it back in all the way, wait three
seconds and then pull it back out again, Check both sides of the dipstick, and read the lower
level. Then, follow these steps: 1. Remove the filler plug. Check that the lubxicant level is up.
Four- Wheel Drive Most lubricant checks in this section also apply four-wheel-drive vehicles.
However, they have additional systems that need lubrication. Give boiling protection up to'0F
"C. Protect against rust and corrosion. Help keep the proper engine temperature. Let the w h g
lights and gages work as they should. Too much water and crack the engine, radiator, heater
core and other parts. If you have. Page Turning the radiator. With the coolant recovery tank, you
will alm. Never turn the radiator? Be sure the arrows on the cap from line up with the overflow
tub. A fluid loss an unusual could indicattt a problem. Add washer fluid until the tank is full. The
first is that, the brak. Page Checking B-rake Fluid You. Just look at the windows the brake fluid
reservoir. The fluid levels. If they aren't, h. Page Using the wrong fluid can badly damage brake
system parts, For example, just a few drops of mineral-based oil, such as. Page Brake Pedal
Travel Some or cljrnates may cause-a driving conditions squeal when. This; does. When
prevent. Deko Fteedom battery, battery. Get-one has the that replacement number shown. Page
Headlamps. Sealed Be. Pull the headlamp o-ut and remove fhc retainer. Page Composite
Headlamps 1. Remove the black protective cap. Use a hex socket to unscrew the pins. Pull the
headlamp lens assembly out. Some vehicles side-by-side bulbs. Page Front Turn Signal Lamps
5. Turn the. Put-the turn clockwise until is tight. PhLg 8. Insrall and tighten the screws. Front
Turn Signal Lamps If you. Page F. Remove the le-ns retaining screws. Remove the sidenmker
lens from Turn the bulb and socket one-quarter counterclockwise, fro'm Remove thebulb and
socket Install. Rotate bulb and-socket one-quarter of-a. Insrall a new bulb? If equipment--such a
cap or camper is installed your vehicle, a center high-mounted stoplamp feed wire along the
driver's s. This wire provided ,-rshould be used to install a center high-mounted '-stoplanip the
cap 'or c. Page Underh. Disconnect ground ,th,e wire. Rembvei th. Install the new bulb. Connea
the graun-d Gonnixt the electrical connectbr to the lamp assembly: Vanity Ntirror Lamps 1. To
remove the old wiper blades;, lift the wiper arm until it 1o. Remove the insert from the blade
assembly. The insert has notches at one-end that are 1ocke. To imtall the- wiper? Page Poorly
maintained and improp-erly used tires are dangerous. Overloading your tires can cause
overheating as a result of too much, friction. You could have an air-out and a serious accident.
Any time you notice unusual wear, rotate your tires as soon wheel alignment. Also check for
damaged tires or wheels. Page Rust-or dirt on a wheel,. When you change a wheel, remove or
dirt from. Page Buying New Tires Buying. New Tires 'If you 'eve. Page While the tires available
on General Motors passenger cars and light-trucks may vary with respect.. Federal safety
Warning:. The tract-ioa grade assigned to thi. Page Wheel Replacement Temperature
temperature grad. Excessi-ve speed, underinflation, or excessive loading, either separately or in
combination, can cause heat bui1. Page Using the wrong replacement wheels, wheel bolts nuts
wheel on your vehicle can I t could affect the braking and handling your vehicle, make your tires
lose air and make. Always use the. Page Tire Chains Tire, Chains use tire chains. Use another
type of traction device only if its manufacturer recommends it vehicle and tire size combination

and conditions. Vacuum and brush the area to 2. Always clean a whole- trim panel or section.
Mask surromdiirrg. Mi-x Muid-Purpose Powdered directions the container label. Use suds only
and apply with a clean sponge. Clean with coQ1. Care of Safety Belts Keep belts clean Do not.
Wiper Blades Cleaning the Outside of the Windshield and. Wiper Blades t l x windshield is not
clear after using the windshield washer? Page Finish Care Finish Ca. Page Cleaning Aluminum
Whe. Rinse with clean water. After mild rinsing thoroughly. A wax may then be applied.
The-surface t h a e wheels is similar to the painted surface of your vehicle. Page Finish Damage
Finish Dam-age st0n. Bare metal quicl;ly. It appears. Page Electrical System Electrical System.
Ad-d-On Electrical Equipment. Some electrical. Some add-on electrical equipment can keep
other components from working as they should. Look at the. Page Replacement Bulbs
Replacement. Page 2. Ilztroducitisn Part A. All recommended maintenance procedures are
important. Page H0. Same of what to have done and services can be complex, unless you are.
Every 6, Do not use this schedule if the vehicle is used for trailer towing, driven in a dusty area
or used off paved roads. Drain fluid. Page ? Control Sem:ice. Schedule Check re. Check
constant velocjty joints and axle seals for lealung. See footnote. Rotate tires. Lubricate chassis
components or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. An Emission- Control Service. See
footnote Inspect air cleaner filter if you are driving in dusty conditions, Replace filter if
necessary. An Emission Control Service. Lubricate c,hassi. See footnote :. See footnote Check
rearlfront axle fluid level and add fluid as needed. Check constant velocity joints. See fuotno.
Page Short. Lubricate chassis components or. See footnote CheCk re. Check constant velocity
fluid joints and axle seals for leaking. Page Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months,
whichever occurs first. An Emissiun Control Sewice. See footnote axle Check readfront fluid
level and add fluid. Check constant velocity joints and axle seals for leaking. Check constant
velocity joints and axle sea1. See footnote Schedule 42, Miles 70 km Change engine oil and filter
months, whichever occurs first. An Emission Curitrol -Service. Lubricate chassis: components
3 month. See foutnote 7- 1. Page Sho. See footnote Check readfront axle fluid level and add fluid
needed. Emissiun Control Slervice. Lubricate chassis components. See footnote Check
readfront axle fluid level and. In hilly or mountainous terrain. Page 51, Miles 85 km Change
engine oil -and:filter or every 3 months, which. Emisrst'on Control Service. See fo-otnote Rotate
tires. Page 60, Miles Inspect fuel cap gasket for any damage. Replace parts as needed. Control
Sewice. Page , Miles I10 km Change engine oil and fi :r ox e v a y monihs, whichever occurs
first. Emission Curztroi Service. Emission Control Service. S e e footnote Che. Short TripKity
-Maintenance Sc-hedule. Check readftont axle fluid fluid as needed. Check constant velocity
joints and axle seals for leaking,. Page Inspect air cleaner filter if you are driving in dusty
conditions. Replace filter if necessary. An Emission Conpol Service. Check readfront axle fluid
level and add fluid as needed. Check constant velocity joints and axle seals for lealung. Che-ck
constant veloci-ty joints and axle seals for leaking. See footnote tires. Lubricate chassis
components or every 3 months, whichever. Lubricate chassis components or every. See
footnote Check: readfront axle fluid level and -add fluid as needed. Emission Confro1 Se-rvice.
Lubric,ate chassis compments. Check constant velocity joints and ;axle seds for. Page S. Page ,
Miles km Continued no. Manual ,transrnis. Page The services shown in this sc. Page Long.
Maintenance Schedule Check readfront. See footnote Rotate tires. An Ernis8inn Control Service.
Check rearlfront axle fluid level and actd fluid. Lubricate chzssis. See footnote.. An Elnission
Control Service. Lubricate chassis components or every 12 months, whichever 0-ccurs first.
See footnote Check readfront axle fluid level and add fluid as needed, Check canstant velocity
joints and axle seals for leaking. An Entission Cuntrol Service. Lubricate chas. Lubricatechassis compone. See footnote Check readfront axle fluid Level and add fluid as needed. In hilly
or mount. Page Long Tripmighway Maintenance Schedule 52, Miles 87 Change engine oil and
filter or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. An Emission Contml Service. Lubricate
chassis components or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. See footnote Check readfront
axle fluid level and add fluid as. An Emission Cuhtror! Lubricate chassis components [or eve. I J
Check readfront axle fluid level and add fluid as needed. Page 67, Miles km Change engine oil
and filter or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. See footnote Check readfront axle fluid
level and add fluid as needed. Page Long Tripmighway Maintenance Schedule 75, Miles knt
Change engine oil -and filter or every S2 months, whichever occur-s first. EJnixsjon Control
Semt-ce. Lubricate chassi-s components or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. See
footnote Check readfront axle fluid level and add needed. Page Long Tripmighway Maintenance
Schedule 82, Miles km Change engine oil and filter or -every 12 months, whichever occurs first.
An Emission Cot. Lubricate chas-sis components or every 12 months, whichev. Check redfront
axle fluid, 1e. An Emission Corttrol Service-. See footnote Check readfront axle flui. Page Long
Tripmighway Maintenance Schedule 97, Miles Change engine oil and-filter or evely 12 months,
whichever: occui-s first. An Emission Controt.. Page Long Tripmighway Maintenan Uses such

as found -in taxi, police or delivery service. Manual transmission fluid does. A-n Emission
Control Service. Whenever my. Replace blade- worn or inSerts: that app-ear damaged or
ihatstreak miss areas ofthe windshield. Manual Transn gton Check transmissicm fluid level; add
if needed. Page Starter Switch Chl When you are doing this check, the vehicle could move. Ifit
does, you or others could be injured.. Follow the steps below. Befbre you start, be sure you
have enough room around the vehicle. Firmly apply. On vehicles key release: butto-n, try with to
LOCK without pressing the button. Page Part C:. Make necessary repairs are completed once.
Page Drive Axle Service axle Ievcl and Check redfront fluid Check constant velocity joints and
axle seals for leaking. Tra-nsfm Case Four-wheel Drive lnsp. Front Wheel Wheel bearing
lubricant Bearings. Page Maintenance. Page Customer Satisfaction Procedure Customer
Satisfaction Procedure Chevrolet dealers have the facilities, trained technicians and up-to-date.
However, if been resolved to your complete
toyota corolla shift cable
89 fleetwood brougham
how to connect 2 tvs to one dish network receiver wiring diagram
satisfaction,. Any write Chevro1e. TT-Y users Canalda can dial Roadside Plus. Non-Wmanty
Towing to the-clasest dealer-. Flat Serviw -outlined above lost ins. When will raadside services
are required, our advisors payment obligations that utilizing outsi:cle. Canadian Roadside
Assistance will explain Vehicles purchased in Canada. General Mo-tors reserves the right to.
Our experience has shown that, if a situation arises where you feel your concern has. For the
courts. Please call us at or write: Chevrolet.. Motor Division Chevrb1et:Customet. Assistance
Center P. Orders will be mailed, within 1O. Please allow further service. If inform-ation is
needed, wirte to the addre. Page Cooltint Heater. Engine Oil.. Rain, Driving Rear Service Work.
Doing Your Own Users Turn Signal a d Lane Change Sliding Rear. This manual is also suitable
for: s-series. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

